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Supporting a thriving Parliamentary democracy 

 

Job Title: Inquiry Manager (Internship) 

Salary: 

 
 Band B2 £30,985 - £36,532 per annum (Appointment will 
normally be made at the minimum of the pay range) 
 

Team: Chamber and Committees Team  

Number of Posts: 2 Posts 

Contract Type/Duration: 12-month internship 

 

Team Information 

The Chamber and Committees Team supports the business of the House and its committees. 
The Committee Office, which sits within the Chamber and Committees Team, provides general 
and secretariat services to select committees. Select Committees are cross-party Committees of 
MPs who examine specific aspects of government policy and spending. You can find out more 
about who Select Committees are and what they do here and in this video. 

 

Job Information 

This is an opportunity for individuals to join us for a twelve-month paid internship, working in an 
inclusive, fast-paced organisation at the heart of British democracy. If appointed, you will be 
supported in developing the particular skills and knowledge that are required for this job. You 
are not expected to know everything about the work of Parliament or know how to perform 
unfamiliar tasks without some training, support and supervision in the early stages. 
 
Interns will work in the Committee Office, as part of a small team (usually between 5 and 8 
people) providing support to a Select Committee. Select Committees scrutinise Government 
Departments, for example their administration, spending and policies, and carry out other 
scrutiny work. 
 
An internship to the Committee Office provides individuals with a valuable opportunity to learn 
about Select Committees and the fundamental aspects of how Parliament works. You will be part 
of a team that provides impartial policy and research support to a committee of Members of 
Parliament holding the Government to account. 
 
Working in an inclusive environment, you will develop skills in a wide range of areas, including 
drafting briefing material, providing swift, accurate, impartial and authoritative advice to others 
and helping to support the day to day running of a committee. 
 
The Inquiry Manager is responsible for preparing papers for the committee and liaising with 
witnesses and stakeholders. They will be trained and supported to provide policy support to the 
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committee, including drafting briefing material for inquiries and orally briefing the committee 
during private meetings. They are also likely to contribute to drafting material for committee 
reports. 
 
Although the main bulk of work will be in support of select committees, there will be scope for 
wider experience of the House of Commons and interns will be encouraged to develop a broader 
perspective of the House in general. 

 

Responsibilities 

The exact range of duties will vary depending on which office and team you are located in. 
Committee teams are managed by a Clerk and are comprised of Committee Specialists and 
administrative staff. Some teams also have Second Clerks and/or Senior Committee Specialists 
with line management responsibilities within the team. 
 
As part of this team, you will receive guidance and be supported by your internship line manager 
to undertake the following: 
 
• To develop an understanding of subject areas to support committee inquiries. This could 

involve drafting questions or briefing material, writing sections of reports or helping to 
make arrangements for committee visits at Westminster and in the rest of the UK or 
abroad. 
 

• To develop the skills required to lead on committee inquiries. This could involve planning 
the inquiry programme and identifying key topics/themes, identifying potential witnesses 
and organising meetings and evidence sessions. In some cases, this may involve liaison 
with external advisers supporting the committee’s work (the level of use of external 
advisers varies with different committees). 

 
• Support the work of the Chair of the committee, for example through drafting responses 

to correspondence or preparing speaking notes. 
 
• Respond to requests for information from Committee Members about specific inquiries 

which may include answering subject specific questions. Providing oral briefing to the 
committee as required, particularly within inquiries you have been involved with, and 
supported by the Clerk. 

 
• Attend all committee meetings relevant to the inquiries you are managing, and, with the 

other members of the team, meet the Chair of the committee when required. You may 
also have the opportunity to accompany the committee on visits.  

    
While you will be appointed to work on a particular committee team, you will be expected to be 
willing to undertake work for other committees from time to time as required and may be 
allocated to other appropriate committees in the future. 

 
There are no line management responsibilities associated with this post. 

 

Security  

Successful candidates will be required to complete pre-employment checks. This includes security 
vetting to Counter Terrorist Check (CTC) level or higher, as described in the job description.  
All successful candidates are required to pass these checks before an offer can be confirmed. 

You should be aware that if you have resided outside of the UK for a total of more than  
two of the last five years, you are not eligible to receive security clearance to work on the 
Parliamentary Estate.  
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Click here for further information. 

 

Hours 

We welcome applications from candidates who wish to work part-time or as part of a job share.  
If you are selected for interview please inform the panel of the days/hours you are available to  
work, alternatively you can inform the recruitment team at any stage of the process. 
 
Bands A – E Positions 
(Full-time) 
Net conditions full-time working hours for staff of the House are 36 hours per week. This  
excludes daily meal breaks of one hour. The exact daily times of attendance will be agreed  
with line management. 

 

Workplace Adjustments 

As an inclusive employer, the House of Commons supports individuals in need of workplace 
adjustments. The workplace adjustment process prevents, reduces or removes problems you  
might face at work. Adjustments can be requested to help with obstacles relating to mental  
health, and physical or non-physical requirements. You can request a workplace adjustment  
if you have a disability or suffer from a difficulty or disadvantage in your workplace. 

 

Application and Selection Process 

Further details will be provided if you are successful at the initial application stage.  

We may ask you to complete a test, presentation or other assessment as a part of your  
recruitment process. 

If you are invited to interview, we will ask you a combination of competency questions and role 
specific questions solely based on the criteria below. Any presentation or test requirements will  
be clearly communicated to you well in advance of your interview.  

As a Disability Confident Leader, it is important that we are able to make appropriate arrangements  
or adjustments where necessary in order to create a full and equal participation in the selection 
process. If you require any reasonable adjustments, please contact the recruitment team to  
see how we can meet your needs. 

 

Our Values 

The House Service is proud of our organisational values, which will deliver our strategy.  
We are looking for people who can bring these values to life: 

Inclusive: We value everyone equally; We respect each other; We all have a voice. 

Courageous: We try new things; We own our actions and decisions; We learn from  
our mistakes. 

Trusted: We trust each other to do a good job; We are impartial; We build confidence  
in Parliament with our integrity. 

Collaborative: We share our knowledge and experience; We work towards a shared  
vision; We know we work better in a partnership. 
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Skills and Experience 
 

Criterion 1 
An understanding of how to research and organise material from a range of sources and use it 
to develop well argued, evidence-based conclusions using good judgement.  

 

  

Criterion 2 
Effective written and oral communication skills, including the ability to explain complex 
information clearly, impartially and succinctly to a non-specialist audience. 
 

 

Criterion 3 
Strong interpersonal, teamwork and negotiating skills, ability to build and maintain a broad 
range of effective working relationships, including promoting equality, diversity and inclusion. 
Positively accepts constructive feedback and acts on advice given. 
 

 
Criterion 4 
Ability to plan, prioritise and monitor tasks in a systematic and organised way. 
 

 

Criterion 5(Desirable) 
An understanding of the work of Parliament and the process of policy formation within a 
political environment. 
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